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About This Game

Introduction

Watch out is intended to be an "I got to kill 5-10 minutes somehow"-game. It is an arcade racing game where your only
objective is to get as high a score as possible on a random generated map.

Gameplay

There is no complex mechanics that you need to learn before being able to master the game. The only objective is to get the
highest score possible. When playing the game, you will soon see how the car behaves while driving. If you drive too fast during
a turn, the car will most likely spin out which could cause you to lose the time left or hit a pedestrian. By playing the game, you

might end up being one hell of a drifter but be aware: The day can turn to night which makes visibility worse so be careful.

Key Bindings

Accelerate: W or Arrow Up
Deaccelerate: S or Arrow Down
Steering Left: A or Arrow Left

Steering Right: D or Arrow Right
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Handbrake: Space
Toggle Headlights: L

Quick Restart: R

Upcoming

There will be implemented a leaderboard in a upcoming patch. This will make it possible for you to compare your scores with
others! There will also come a multiplayer 1v1 mode.
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Title: Watch Out
Genre: Indie, Racing
Developer:
Noctecraft Entertainment
Publisher:
Noctecraft Entertainment
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GT 540

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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It's just not fun. I wouldnt even recommend buying it on sale like I did. It's just boring.. With each update the game gets more
and more beautiful, love the art style and the new interiors are awesome!. beautiful graphics and gameplay.
l'm Love old 16 bit games :)
Story is okay :). Dead and forgotten. Who the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 actually plays
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u266510\/10 IGN i have aids ;). very very easy to No response . Mobile version not even
can compare to free trial PC version. i highly not
recommend you guy to try it.. A fun little old-school point-and-click adventure game.. Bought this game on 90% sale for 0.99

At normal sale value, it'll be a commitment on your part if you buy this game at $9.99 since the amount of content this game has
right now is unfortunately lackluster.

The tutorial area is an exceptional introduction to battle, crafting, and inventory management. Figuring out why something that
should work doesn't is a simple look into the status manual you will always have on you. However, after thirty long minutes, the
tutorial area will just be an area to revisit for quick beginner materials.

The battle system is a numbers game independent of how hard you swing your weapon and how often. It feels good to hit large
numbers and take down an enemy in 2-3 hits, but is often shadowed by what VR players often call "wiggle fighting", which can
damper the experience a bit by simply wiggling a weapon in a monster's face to do damage.

To draw comparisons, you may like this game if you were once an old school Runescape player who would like to enjoy a (for
now, hopefully) simple version of VR adventure & craft. You may NOT like this game if you dislike grinding materials and
exp, two central aspects of the power creep. Make weapons, get levels, repeat.

There are a few problems apparent in this game. Item collision is inconsistent and may sometimes clip through the floor and be
lost forever to the earth if you were to drop something and try picking it up. Player models are choppy and seem to be operating
at a pace of 5 FPS (if you ever happen to see someone else playing. I only ever saw one other person.).

Since I bought this game at a nice $0.99 price, I'm in it for the long run and hoping this game turns up to be something unique
compared to something like OrbusVR. Despite the problems, I recommend this game not at regular price but at any sale price
under $7. It's a great change of pace as opposed to running around and killing everything in sight like most VR MMOs.
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Great game, controls are a bit wonky at first, but after you get used to it they are great. There are several player skins you can
unlock and chair skins as well. Worth every penny it cost. The final boss is somewhat difficult, but is a worthwhile challenge
and really pays off after beating it. Very fulfulling final boss race. 13\/10 would office race again. this game isnt
bad,unfortunatly is has 1 flaw,that if not for it,i would recommend it,the exp gain value is set too high.it makes everything less
enjoyable then it should be.even with some enjoyment the recognition of how fun it should be makes it hard for me to
recommend.. The good thing about this game was that each datable character had an interesting and distinct personality.

The main issue was that the conflict was forced and didn't make sense. E.g.:

"you feel like you should have intervened with in these arguing homeless people" no, I really don't.

"you should have stopped to help this woman" no, I shouldn't have. The police were already dealing with her.

"you feel it's premature to meet Ray's friends" why would that be premature? It's not intimate at all.

"it says something about you that you 'let yourself be chatted up' while on a date" except that me and Kaysha literally
just had a completely casual, platonic, very brief conversation and didn't even exchange contact info.
There was a lot of unnecessary conflict over meeting Kaysha in general, bringing her up over and over, despite that I
expressed no interest in her and she clearly wasn't a threat to my relationship with Ray. The author forced my character
to not like Ray's friends, despite that they were perfectly fine (the options when he asked me about them were either
pretend to like them or confess that I don't like them). The author forced my character to be mad at Ray for his cutting
the date early after his call with his dad (all the options were either fake being happy or be angry).

Generally there was a lot of overreacting to the most petty things and making up imaginary conflict over nothing.

"Oh, no! He's looking at you like he wants to have sex! your prospect for long term relationship must not be
good."

"Oh, no! you said this silly thing that he wasn't interested in! Did you just ruin EVERYTHING??"

"It's been 3 days without a date. Are you not meant to be?? Maybe you're breaking up!"

"Oh, no! Nothing particularly groundbreaking happened on your date! Is you relationship never going to get
better??"

"You met a homeless person on the street. Are you one day going to become homeless?? Now you're so shaken
that you don't want to talk to anyone!"

"He's sitting an inch too far away. Relationship crisis!"

"He didn't laugh that much!"

"His tone was neutral when he said this!"

"He didn't kiss you on the lips this one time!" None of those things indicated issues, but the narrator and
character kept pretending that they did so there could be some imaginary "conflict".

"I feel like you don't want to be with me," despite that I took every opportunity possible to go out with him and
there was no reason he should have felt like I didn't want to be with him.

"We have a lot to work out," the only disagreement we had at all was whether or not we should have had sex in
the first 3 dates.

"'I care [about sex] plenty. Maybe that's why I don't jump into it.' You feel a little bad about lying. But only a little."
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How is that a lie? Another presumption on the author's part: that if you haven't had sex, it must be because you don't
like the person rather than because you don't want to jump into it.

"You know you and Ray need to talk," about what? We'd had no issues over anything. But fine: we talked and
worked it out. Next time we met: "we didn't really talk," yes, we did. But okay, we talked again. We worked things
out. Next time we met: "we need to talk". Seriously, why did we keep needing to talk about the same thing? We
worked things out already. Move on, talk about other things, do other things.

"[The restaurant] looks like the kind of place where people declare their love for each other. Yikes! No matter how
warm you might feel for him, it's probably way too soon for that kind of thinking." Except that I had already
declared by love for him before this, so this was just more forced conflict. Even after both my character and Ray
established that we were dating, that we were boyfriends, etc., still on the next page "it's too soon to say you're
dating. You don't know where you stand. There's more talking to be done." There really wasn't.

Several times the author made the character say stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that then led to
arguments and awkward moments perfectly avoidable if the author didn't make the character such a fool. More
forced conflict, but not even forced conflict from making choices. Forced conflict from the author forcing my
character to make stupid choices. I simply chose to meet up with Ray; the author had the character make a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 joke that Ray didn't think was funny; then "yikes!
This isn't going well. Maybe you two won't work out."

Finally at the end there were choices on how to "improve": be more assertive, be more trusting, be more romantic, be
more open. My character was already all 4 of these, so no matter which I chose, the result was some stupid "hmm,
you already are such-and-such so it's surprising you feel this way." Then maybe give more options, dufus.. This
DLC Literally Spoil's God Eater Rage Burst 2. but if you already finished the game then. ( \u0361\u00b0
\u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)

if you have this DLC then "God Eater" will point out Obvious Things Pointing towards the MC (you in Rage Burst 2)
but if you played this DLC then Rage Burst then your all good. but other way around you will laugh like hell.
xDDDD i know i did.

P.S "God Eater is  Ceil\t". Definitely a nice map, but not very long gameplay for a dlc expansion. Killing Hitler was
a little underwhelming, he was just running around like the other enemies. No real replay value either except for
maybe finding the few documents and letters you missed on the first playthrough.

Buy it when it's on sale.. I would reccomend it if you are a windows user but im on a mac right now and it is very
unoptimized and takes a while to load when you click a button. please fix and for now im getting refunded.. I really
dig this game! Play sessions are compartmentalized into little bursts... easy to pick up and play for just a minute at a
time. There aren't enough games like this.

The game gets better and better as you play, and the developers did a wonderful job of expanding the game
mechanics and keeping things fresh. I finished the game 100% but it is a feeling like I'm sad to be done, it was that
much fun.

I like the streamlined UI which is large, easy to read, and gets you into battle quickly while communicating objectives
fast. No needless BS, slowdowns, animations or clutter, just pure go-time. And the music, sound and presentation are
exciting and go great.

Some have expressed concern about the large graphics and seemingly-cramped play area, but honestly I find that
only adds to the speed, excitement and crispness required for good play.

I got this on sale for $1 and I feel like I ripped them off.. originally, sokoban is a game created in 1981 -
everlasting hit like a tetris or xonix. your task is to put circles on their places. but you can only push circles, and you
cannot pull them - so if you accidentally push a circle into a corner - you lost.
great clean minimal neon interface, great design, lots of levels - perhaps the only thing i'm not fond of - is flying
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background, it made me feel a little sick ))). Broken game.. This game is alot of fun, plenty of action, slaying of
heretics, etc. however the reason i give this a thumbs down is because its not worth $40, it took me 5 hours to
complete and some people could prebably do it in less, this is one of those games id stick at $20 it has very little
replay-ability and i feel its price is unjustified.
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